Most companies feel that people are their most important resource, but are they the best managed resource?

Managing people in today's world has become a true challenge in these four critical areas:

- Using Outplacement Counseling for terminations and staff reductions.
- Offering Pre-retirement planning and actual Retirement Counseling.
- Increasing productivity through rejuvenation of “plateaued” employees—Directional Counseling.
- Training managers to improve in:
  - First-line supervising—still a special need for most companies.
  - Employee selection—proper recruiting minimizes problem employees later.
  - Performance appraisal—in many cases, managers still don’t know how to counsel employees properly.
  - Communication skills—always the core challenge for most managers.

Over the last 20 years, Drake Beam Morin, Inc. has assisted over 3000 companies and organizations in managing their human resources effectively.

Call or write: William J. Morin, Chairman and James C. Cabrera, President, 100 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017 (212) 692-7700

DBM
Drake Beam Morin, Inc.

Drake Beam Morin, consultants in career management with 53 offices located throughout the world.
NOTICE: Bahr's Manufacturing makes replacement parts to fit Bobcat, Bunton, Exmark, Kees, John-Deere, Toro, Ferris & Scagg. We are the original replacement parts specialists, not a distributor or mail-order house that buys from a manufacturer and sells at a large mark-up. Bahr's will now sell direct — factory to you!! Same day shipping. At the present time, 98% stock made, ready to ship. **SAVE BIG BUCKS** by cutting out the middleman. Most of our parts are identified by a BA Prefix to the number. If you are now buying parts that have a BA Prefix, you are more than likely buying our parts. The BA designation was taken from the first two letters of our name. Save the 25% - 30% - BUY SMART • BUY BAHR'S! Call for a free catalog today 1-800-526-2757 or 201-938-5683 or write direct to BAHR'S REPLACEMENT PARTS SPECIALISTS, 337A Yellowbrook Road, Freehold, NJ 07728.
Yuu make it a work of art. Surflan® keeps it a picture suitable for framing.

Surflan stops more than 50 different weeds and grasses before they emerge. Yet it's labeled for use on more than 175 different ornamentals. No other ornamental herbicide can top these numbers.

Surflan preemergence herbicide is so gentle on your established shrubs and ornamentals you can spray it directly over the top, even over sensitive ornamentals like petunias.

At recommended rates of 3 oz. per 1,000 square feet, Surflan keeps tough weeds out all season long. That makes your work a real work of art.

Choose from quarts or gallons. Call your Elanco distributor or write:

Elanco Products Company
A Division of Eli Lilly and Company
Dept E 4420 Indianapolis IN 46285 USA

Surflan® (pyridate, Elanco Products Company)

Over-the-top picture-perfect weed control.
Athletic fields: Art or science?

Art: Human effort to imitate, supplement, alter or counteract the work of nature.

Science: The observation, identification, description, experimental investigation and theoretical explanation of natural phenomena.

Which definition best fits athletic field management? "Right now, it's an art," says Steve Wightman, field manager of Denver's Mile High Stadium. "But it's time to start applying scientific knowledge to it."

Wightman is right. Mowing, aerating, and watering are like carefully implemented brush strokes bringing texture and character to the overall picture. Good field management supplements the work of nature. It is an art.

But in this month's issue we examine the scientific aspect of field management. Many of you have never heard of an oscilloscope or a G-max before. But by the turn of the century, they will be words as common as mowing heights when discussing good field management.

Some field managers already are applying the concepts. I recently met with Lakewood, Ohio school officials who are installing a synthetic Balsam surface on two fields at the high school. They had done the research and assured me that artificial was the only way to go. I wasn't convinced. "I plan to have an independent lab test the field annually," explained Jim Stanton, director of operations. "It's written into the contract that the G-max can't exceed 95 or they'll replace the field."

That was the first time I heard a field manager refer to a G-max value. I'm still not convinced. But if Stanton follows through with that plan, I am somewhat relieved.

The Lakewood fields are synthetic, but the same technology can be applied to natural fields. "Every field manager needs to know about G levels," says Jim Watson, Ph.D., vice president of the Toro Co. Watson says that "shear strength" of the turf is an equally important issue in need of an accurate and available measuring system.

Eliot Roberts, Ph.D., of the Lawn Institute points out that the Stimpmeter is used to measure the speed of golf greens, so an instrument to measure playability of an athletic field is not far-fetched.

The argument against such measurements is the weather which changes field conditions. But if a manager knows what the optimal G-max level and shear strength of the field is, then weather can be a tool, not a hindrance, in keeping the field in good condition. Managers need to look at both perspectives in caring for a field. By creatively nurturing a field, it is an art. By technically measuring playability, it's a science.

By doing both, it's safer for young athletes.

Heide Aungst, managing editor
Announcing the dawn of a new era in pythium prevention. Chipco® Aliette®.

The first fungicide that helps your turf defend itself.

You’ve heard about it. You’ve read about it. And now it’s here. New CHIPCO ALIETTE® fungicide for turf. And with it comes a revolutionary new way to stop the spread of pythium blight. Unlike conventional fungicides, CHIPCO ALIETTE stimulates a natural defense mechanism within each blade of grass. In doing so, it actually helps your turf defend itself against pythium blight.

CHIPCO ALIETTE also eliminates the need for costly, time-consuming watering in of fungicides. And that’s important for two reasons.

First, watering in adds to the high humidity that favors pythium development. Plus, soggy turf can interrupt play. But CHIPCO ALIETTE goes on quickly and easily to keep your course in play.

Best of all, CHIPCO ALIETTE gives you long-lasting pythium protection at a down-to-earth price. Based on cost per day of control, CHIPCO ALIETTE is one of your best fungicide values.

This year, don’t let pythium ruin your turf or your reputation. Call your turf products dealer today and ask for new CHIPCO ALIETTE.

Rhone-Poulenc Inc., CHIPCO Department, P.O. Box 125, Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852.

CHIPCO ALIETTE®
FUNGICIDE

Please read label carefully and use only as directed. CHIPCO® and ALIETTE® are registered trademarks of Rhone-Poulenc Inc.
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